Introduction
============

The phenotype displayed by an organism is the result of interaction between its genotype and the environment. Natural genetic variation is usually due to effects of multiple genes detectable as quantitative trait loci (QTL), and the expression of complex traits is the result of the contribution and interaction of numerous genes. One particular example of this is the growth of multicellular organisms, which has been shown to be governed by many genes that each contribute a small portion to the overall phenotype, for example in mouse ([@b34]), chicken ([@b16]), Arabidopsis ([@b9]) or rice ([@b24]).

In plants, numerous transgenic single-gene-driven attempts have been described with the goal of modifying growth and/or biomass. Many of these have targeted the production and/or distribution of primary metabolites within various parts of the plant such as the source and sink organs, i.e. the growing areas and storage organs, respectively ([@b37]). However, it is fair to say that the success rate has been rather limited. On the other hand, numerous transgenic approaches have been utilized in an attempt to improve the metabolic composition of plants to meet requirements with respect to human food and animal feed. In such cases, the success rate has varied with the pathway targeted. Transgenic approaches have shown an impressively high success rate when applied to secondary metabolites such as carotenoids or flavonoids, or when applied to polymer quality ([@b26]; [@b28]; [@b30]). As a rule, the intended biochemical changes were achieved and were not accompanied by any major pleiotropic effects concerning growth and development. In contrast, when attempting to modify primary metabolism, such as sucrose biosynthesis or the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, major and mostly negative effects at the whole-plant level, specifically impaired growth and development, were observed in many cases ([@b42]).

Variation of growth and metabolic traits has been detected for a series of natural accessions and recombinant inbred lines ([@b8]; [@b29]). Correlation analyses showed weak relationships between growth and the levels of individual metabolites, but a close and highly significant link between biomass and a specific combination of metabolites has been shown ([@b29]). The observation of positive correlations of rosette weight with several enzyme activities indicated the importance of the catalytic activity of enzymes in central carbon and nitrogen metabolism and their effects on metabolic fluxes ([@b8]).

Taken together, these data indicate that primary metabolism, in contrast to secondary metabolism, is a network that is closely linked to plant growth and development, and that major perturbation of this network has strong detrimental effects on plant performance.

In order to obtain further insight into the genetic factors that control growth and metabolic traits and to elucidate their relationships, we performed a parallel QTL analysis for biomass and metabolic composition. To this end, metabolic profiling using GC-TOF mass spectrometry was applied to recombinant inbred line (RIL) and introgression line (IL) populations of *Arabidopsis thaliana* according to the concept of genetical genomics ([@b15] All plants were derived from a cross between the *Arabidopsis thaliana* accessions Col-0 and C24 ([@b41]). Using the data obtained with regard to growth and metabolite composition, we addressed the following questions: Is the heritable variation in these populations and its genetic basis sufficient to allow identification of biomass QTL and metabolic QTL?Are metabolic QTL randomly distributed over the genome?Can links between metabolism and growth be established on the basis of a statistically significant co-localization of shoot biomass and metabolic QTL?What fraction of metabolic QTL regions contain candidate genes with related known or proposed metabolic function, and how many of these candidate genes show sequence variation leading to changes in the encoded protein?

As the Arabidopsis genome is fully sequenced ([@b2]), well annotated ([@b12]) and was recently very thoroughly analyzed for its genetic diversity across 20 accessions ([@b7]), we were able to investigate 39 of the 85 metabolites of known chemical nature. An analysis was also performed to answer the question of whether analyses of RILs and ILs lead to similar or different results, and thus to what extent the two approaches can be considered complementary or redundant.

The results we present here demonstrate that, at least for a subset of the biomass QTL, there is substantial and significant overlap with metabolic QTL, suggesting a strong link between biomass and primary metabolism. In addition, QTL have been identified for multiple metabolites, and a candidate gene was identified for up to 67% of them. Five biomass QTL were identified in both the RIL and IL populations, and 55% of the mQTL identified in the RIL population were confirmed in the IL population.

Results
=======

Analysis of the RIL population for biomass and metabolic QTL
------------------------------------------------------------

### Description of the RIL population and QTL mapping

The analyzed RIL population ([@b41]) consisted of 429 lines from the reciprocal crosses Col-0 × C24 (*n* = 228) and C24 × Col-0 (*n* = 201) grown under controlled conditions in six consecutive experiments, in which each line was replicated at least three times. Plants harvested 15 days after sowing were used for shoot biomass determination, or were pooled and frozen, and subsequently subjected to metabolite profiling by GC--MS. We did not find significant differences in marker distribution between the two sub-populations (association between marker matrices estimated by Mantel test, *P* \< 0.001). As we could not detect a significant difference in biomass between the two sub-populations either (Kolmogorov--Smirnov test, *P* = 0.180), we treated the RILs as one population in subsequent analyses.

The shoot biomass and metabolite data were used to map QTL based on a linkage map of 105 markers established for the Col-0/C24 RIL population ([@b41]) by application of the software packages PLABQTL ([@b44]) and QTL Cartographer ([@b4]).

To identify the fraction of variation that is genetically determined and can potentially be mapped into mQTL, we estimated broad- and narrow-sense heritability for all metabolic traits as described in Experimental procedures. Broad-sense heritability was determined as *H*^2^ = 0.40, on average. Narrow-sense heritability was *h*^2^ = 0.08, with *h*^2^ = 0.16 for metabolites showing at least one QTL and *h*^2^ = 0.02 for the remaining metabolites. For biomass, *h*^2^ was determined to be 0.70.

### Six biomass QTL explain 18% of the phenotypic variation

A complete list and description of QTL detected for shoot biomass is given in [Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The explained phenotypic (denoted by *R*^2^) and genotypic variation were determined from the final simultaneous fit of all putative QTL using PLABQTL. For biomass, six QTL explain 18.5 ± 3.4% of the phenotypic and 26.8 ± 4.9% of the genotypic variation. Individual QTL contributions range from 1.5 to 6.0% of the total variance. The mean *R*^2^ after cross-validation was 16.01% in the calibration and 8.92% in the validation, for a mean of six QTL.

### Identification of mQTL for 84 metabolites

Samples taken from 369 of the 429 RILs were analyzed for their metabolic composition. A total of 181 compounds could be detected in more than 85% of all samples, and only those metabolites were taken into further consideration. The chemical nature is known for 85 of these compounds.

In total, we found 157 metabolic QTL for 84 metabolites, 50 of which are of known chemical structure. For 42 metabolites, only one QTL was identified, but a maximum of six QTL was found for tyrosine. The QTL are distributed unequally over marker positions, indicating 'hot spots' and empty regions (no metabolic QTL at 10 marker positions). The contribution of individual QTL to the phenotypic variation varied between 1.7 (unknown_092) and 52.1% (cellobiose).

A comparative overview of QTL for known metabolites and biomass is presented in [Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}.

![Distribution of metabolic and biomass QTL. Significant metabolic QTL of metabolites known by structure are shown as black boxes at marker positions if covered by the support interval. For simplicity, the QTL of metabolites of unknown structure are omitted here. Information on all detected QTL is given in Supplementary [Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Metabolites are color-coded according to their chemical group as shown on the right. Vertical lines indicate marker positions, several of which are labeled with approximate distance in cM (top). Asterisks indicate QTL 'hot spots' (as determined using 1000 permutations at a 0.05 level).](tpj0053-0960-f1){#fig01}

### Shared mQTL enriched for metabolites showing strong pairwise correlation

As a large fraction of the observed variation is due to genetic effects, concentrations of metabolites with shared QTL are expected to correlate, and with increasing numbers of co-located QTL the correlation may increase. Metabolite correlations may be caused by common genetic factors, e.g. regulatory or pathway genes. On the other hand, even if co-located QTL exist, the corresponding metabolites may be weakly correlated if their QTL show strong interaction with other loci that are different for the two metabolites in question. Alternatively, the metabolites may be subject to differential metabolic control, or may be differently affected by environmental influence. To test this, we plotted the number of QTL shared between two metabolites against the value for the Pearson correlation determined between the concentrations of the two metabolites measured in all RILs ([Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The chance of sharing at least one QTL increases with stronger correlations, and overall the correlation increases with the number of shared QTL. However, examples of two deviant scenarios were found: (i) metabolite concentrations are highly correlated but are controlled by QTL at different positions \[e.g. glucose and fructose (*r* = 0.849) show all together five individual QTL but none are shared\], and (ii) metabolite concentrations are weakly correlated but they share common QTL (e.g. ethanolamine and fructose (*r* = 0.058) show three and four individual QTL, respectively, with two QTL in common).

![Dependency of shared QTL on data correlation. The number of overlapping QTL between two metabolites is plotted against the Pearson correlation value for the data vectors used for QTL calculation. Higher numbers of shared QTL are predominantly found for more strongly correlated traits. No normalization was applied with respect to the total number of determined QTL per trait.](tpj0053-0960-f2){#fig02}

### Candidate genes involved in the biochemical pathways of the respective metabolite are identified for 24--67% of the metabolic QTL

Initial analyses of detected metabolic QTL with respect to underlying biochemical pathways show that it is possible to identify candidate genes even at the rather low mapping resolution that can be achieved using an RIL population. For example, inspection of the available information on pathways involving *myo*-inositol suggested candidate genes for three of four identified QTL ([Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The AraCyc section of the TAIR database lists only 12 loci representing enzymes that catalyze reactions on *myo*-inositol. Three of these loci co-locate with determined mQTL: a *myo*-inositol oxygenase (AT1G14520, inositol oxidation pathway), a phosphatidyltransferase (AT4G38570, phospholipid biosynthesis pathway) and a stachyose synthase (AT4G01970, stachyose biosynthesis pathway). If all genes from pathways involving *myo*-inositol are considered, it is possible to find candidates for the remaining mQTL of this metabolite.

![*myo*-inositol QTL analysis reveals direct candidate genes for three of four determined QTL (1/18, 4/0 and 4/65). A LOD curve calculated using two independent programs (PLABQTL, red lines; QTL Cartographer, blue lines) is shown at the top. Horizontal lines indicate 0.05 (solid) and 0.25 (dotted) significance thresholds calculated based on 5000 permutations. Vertical lines indicate marker positions. At the bottom, the three relevant reaction steps according to the mQTL as connected by arrows are presented (pathways from left to right are inositol oxidation, stachyose biosynthesis and phospholipids biosynthesis). The pictograms in the center indicate the total number and location of genes known per pathway. Twelve genes (from six pathways) for enzymes catalyzing reactions in which *myo*-inositol is involved directly are known. The insert shows a comprehensive view of all AGI codes associated with *myo*-inositol (red, direct; black, pathway), indicating mQTL support intervals (blue), approximate LOD (number) and IL confirmation threshold reached (asterisk). A similar plot for all known metabolites is shown in Supplementary [Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](tpj0053-0960-f3){#fig03}

We extended this analysis to all metabolites of known chemical structure, considering either (i) only the genes encoding enzymes that participate in a direct reaction with the respective metabolite, or (ii) all proteins assigned to pathways involving the metabolite. We were able to identify at least one candidate gene for 24% (direct reaction) and 67% (pathway enzymes) of all tested mQTL ([Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In order to assess how much this coincidence of mQTL and enzyme genes relating to the respective metabolites deviates from the situation expected based on a random distribution of mQTL, we performed a permutation test in which we distributed for each of the 38 metabolites with assigned AGI codes all determined mQTL randomly over all chromosomes. We analyzed the overlap with potential candidate genes from AraCyc as described above, and compared the outcome with the results based on the measurement data. For 13 metabolites, we found more candidate genes than found on average in permutations, while three showed fewer genes. In most of the remaining cases, no candidate gene was assigned either in our experiment or in permutations. The number of identified candidate genes for *myo*-inositol, maltose and ethanolamine exceed the 95th perentile of the respective permutation results. However, although this analysis suggests that experimentally determined mQTL are enriched for corresponding pathway genes, the test statistic is not significant if multiple testing is considered.

For 10 of 20 mQTL, at least one of the direct candidate genes contains a polymorphism in the protein coding region leading to an amino acid exchange, according to recently published data on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between C24 and Col-0 ([Table s2](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [@b7]).

### Co-localization of biomass QTL with mQTL

One of the aims of this project was to determine the relationship between biomass QTL and mQTL, i.e. to what extent they co-localize. Inspection of the overlap between mQTL and biomass QTL in the RIL population shows that each biomass QTL coincides with several mQTL (with the number of mQTL per biomass QTL ranging from 5 to 12). However, due to the limited resolution of the QTL mapping, a considerable number of overlaps are expected to occur by chance. We therefore used a permutation test to identify statistically significant overlaps. This analysis showed that two of the six biomass QTL (1/88 and 4/0) co-locate with significantly more mQTL than expected by chance. Some metabolites (raffinose, tyrosine, serine, succinic acid) display up to two QTL co-localized with any of the biomass QTL. However, no enrichment for single compound classes or certain biochemical pathways was found amongst these metabolites.

### Epistasis

Due to the nature of metabolic networks consisting of multiple interconnected metabolic pathways, prevalent epistatic interactions are expected to occur among mQTL, influencing various steps within single or among multiple pathways. Therefore, we conducted a full scan for all possible digenic maker interactions using the PLABBIC version of PLABQTL, but no significant digenic marker epistasis for the biomass and metabolite traits was detected. To reduce the multiple-testing problem inherent in this approach, we adjusted the procedure to test only previously determined mQTL of known metabolites against markers located elsewhere in the genome. From the resulting likelihood profile, we kept the maxima and evaluated *per se* mQTL and epistatic effect maxima in a final model. In this last step, non-significant effects were dropped according to a Bayesian information criterion. Following this procedure, one significant epistatic effect was detected for biomass (1/88 × 3/82, *R*^2^ = 2.17%) and a further 38 such interactions were identified for 27 of the 50 known metabolites taken into consideration. However, these effects are rather small if compared to *per se* mQTL, explaining only 2.72% of the phenotypic variation on average. The strongest interaction (*R*^2^ = 4.92%) was determined between two tyrosine QTL (4/42 and 5/74). Other substantial effects were identified for glycerate (2/61, *R*^2^ = 4.43%) and maltose (4/38, *R*^2^ = 3.69%), which exhibited additive interactions with genomic positions to which no mQTL had been previously assigned ([Table S3](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Analysis of the IL populations and comparison with the RIL-based data
---------------------------------------------------------------------

### Five common biomass QTL detected in IL and RIL populations

A QTL analysis was also carried out using 97 lines of two corresponding reciprocal IL populations of the crosses Col-0 × C24 and C24 × Col-0 (Törjék *et al.*, unpublished data) in order to verify the QTL detected in the RIL population. Biomass data were analyzed using the appropriate contrasts in [anova]{.smallcaps}. Twenty-six IL were significantly different (*P* \< 0.05) from the recurrent parental line and thus identified biomass QTL. The six biomass QTL regions previously identified by the RIL analysis were covered by another set of 26 ILs. The intersection of the two sets consists of 13 ILs. To compare this result to a random intersection, we calculated the probability of identifying 13 or more of 26 fixed ILs when 26 are drawn randomly from 97. This probability is given by the hypergeometric distribution. Its value of \< 0.003 demonstrates the significance of the finding. By means of the IL analysis, five (of six) biomass QTL detected by the RIL analysis were verified at positions 1/88, 3/13, 3/59, 4/47 and 5/86 ([Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, the IL analysis revealed a further four regions with an effect on biomass at positions 1/10, 2/72, 3/46 and 5/62-67. Detailed analyses of the individual ILs indicated complex situations, e.g. on chromosome 1 with potentially two QTL of opposing effects located very closely to each other.

### RIL-based metabolic QTL are also detected in the introgression lines

Detection of changes in metabolite concentrations due to introgression of a donor genotype in the background was used to confirm mQTL determined in the RIL population. For 94 of the ILs, six replicate GC--MS measurements were carried out, and compared against the metabolite values determined in up to 30 measurements for the respective parental lines. Due to the different population size, *P*-values were estimated as described in Experimental procedures.

At a level of *P*≤ 0.05 (not multiple-testing-corrected), 55% of the RIL mQTL are confirmed within the IL population. In 82% of the cases, the positive-effect allele was also confirmed, i.e. if the C24 genotype in the RIL population showed an increased metabolite level compared to Col-0, the same was true for the respective IL. This high level of allele confirmation is independent of the *P*-value applied (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Estimated *P*-values for IL--parent comparisons

  Significance level   Number of significant changes   FDR (%)   Number of confirmed RIL QTL   Confirmed RIL QTL (%)   Average *R*^2^ of confirmed RIL QTL (%)   Average *R*^2^ of non confirmed RIL QTL (%)   Confirmed allelic effect   Confirmed allelic effect (%)
  -------------------- ------------------------------- --------- ----------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- -------------------------- ------------------------------
  0.001                177                             9.61      17                            11.33                   11.62                                     6.67                                          16                         94
  0.01                 773                             22.01     41                            27.33                   10.17                                     6.12                                          38                         93
  0.05                 2511                            33.88     83                            55.33                   7.79                                      6.54                                          68                         82
  0.1                  3941                            43.17     99                            66.00                   7.45                                      6.79                                          80                         81

Significant results and RIL QTL confirmation at various threshold levels. The false dicovery rate (FDR) is defined as the expectation of the ratio of false positives to the sum of false and true positives. We estimated the FDR by (significance level × number of observations)/(number of significant changes). *R*^2^, phenotypic explained variance.

RIL-based mQTL explaining a large part of the phenotypic variance were confirmed preferentially in the IL population. This becomes even more evident when the significance threshold is lowered. At *P*-values ≤ 0.001, differences between ILs and parents were detected for 177 metabolite/IL combinations (equivalent to 177 mQTL). Of these, 17 had been observed previously in the RILs (11% confirmation). The mean contribution to phenotypic variance of confirmed QTL is 11.6%, compared with 6.4% for non-confirmed QTL.

### Prediction of biomass QTL via a combination of mQTL

We are interested in determining the link between biomass QTL and mQTL/metabolic composition. We have previously shown that, for this RIL population, a canonical combination of metabolites can be used to predict the biomass ([@b29]). We therefore performed a meta-QTL search using the predicted dry biomass vector (canonical variate) as a new trait to determine whether or not any of the biomass QTL can be predicted based on the metabolic composition ([Figure 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Of the six biomass QTL, three (1/88, 3/13 and 5/86) could be predicted by the metabolic composition, three were not predicted, and two new QTL appeared in the predicted pattern (1/10 and 3/82). One of these new peaks (1/10) corresponds to a QTL that was also identified in ILs.

![Meta-QTL analysis. Meta-QTL analysis using the measured biomass (blue line) and the canonical variate (predicted biomass, red line) calculated from the metabolic profiles as described by [@b29]. Horizontal lines indicate 0.05 (solid) and 0.25 (dotted) significance thresholds calculated based on 5000 permutations. Chromosomal length is given in cM.](tpj0053-0960-f4){#fig04}

Discussion
==========

Several successful studies have been conducted to date to identify novel genes based on QTL analysis ([@b20]; [@b22]; [@b45]; [@b48]). However, with a few exceptions ([@b18]; [@b35]; [@b46]), only a limited number of traits (usually less than 20) have been assessed.

The parallel analysis of IL and RIL populations of *Arabidopsis thaliana* for biomass and 181 individual metabolites (for which the chemical structure is known for 85) described here is a unique data set. Together with the available information from the fully sequenced and thoroughly annotated Arabidopsis genome, it provides a direct method for detection of functionally relevant variation in known genes with metabolic function and the identification of genes hitherto not assigned to metabolic functions, and emphasizes the link between metabolism and growth/biomass accumulation.

Comparison of ILs versus RILs
-----------------------------

Introgression lines are widely used to test for changes in various traits when compared to a parental line. Lines of an introgression population have a common genetic background and various short donor segments from another line, thus allowing focus on a specific region of the genome ([@b10]). Several studies have demonstrated the possibility of fine-mapping single RIL QTL in Arabidopsis using ILs ([@b1]; [@b5]; [@b39]). Recently [@b19] described an exhaustive analysis on the overlap between QTL based on RIL and IL populations derived from the *Arabidopsis thaliana* accessions Cvi and L*er*. Comparing QTL detected for six developmental traits analyzed in a RIL population of 167 lines and an IL population of 92 lines, 58% of 33 RIL QTL were confirmed. Although [@b19] tested up to 116 replicas per IL in a BIN approach, allowing a stricter significance level, this figure is largely in agreement with our findings. Applying a *P*-value threshold of 0.05, 83 metabolic QTL detected in the RIL population (equivalent to 55%) were confirmed in the IL population. In 82% of the cases, the direction of the effect was the same in RILs and ILs, independent of the applied threshold.

However, not all QTL identified in the RIL population were confirmed using the ILs, and additional QTL were detected using the latter. The differences between RIL- and IL-based QTL (QTL~RIL~ and QTL~IL~, respectively) can be explained to some extent by epistatic effects. Although no significant digenic marker epistasis was found when all possible marker interactions were considered, probably due to the high number of hypotheses to test, we did identify 38 epistatic interactions using the more targeted approach of testing only the previously detected QTL against the genetic background. With respect to epistasis and effect confirmation, four possible scenarios can be distinguished.

i.  An mQTL~RIL~ is not confirmed by an mQTL~IL~ and shows significant epistatic interactions. This is the case for many of the stronger epistatic effects (e.g. tyrosine 4/42 × 5/74, *R*^2^ = 4.92%; glycerate 2/61 × 3/67, *R*^2^ = 4.43%), and is consistent with the assumption that loss of the epistatic interaction prevented its identification in ILs.

ii. An mQTL~RIL~ is confirmed by an mQTL~IL~ and lacks epistasis (as observed for threonic acid 4/63 and urea 1/76). This suggests that such mQTL act as single-effect loci independently of other genetic factors. The existence of examples for these two cases supports the hypothesis that epistasis is a major cause of differences between sets of QTL~RIL~ and QTL~IL~.

iii. mQTL~RIL~ that are confirmed by mQTL~IL~ but show significant epistasis. This was true for three of four raffinose QTL. However, here the variance explained by the epistatic effects is low (*R*^2^ = 1.5--2.6%) especially with respect to the variance explained by the QTL *per se* (*R*^2^ = 4.7--6.4%). Furthermore, epistatic interactions between a C24 and Col-0 allele will be retained in ILs and hence contribute to effects detectable in both analyses.

iv. An mQTL~RIL~ is not confirmed by an mQTL~IL~ but no epistasis can be detected, as exemplified by the five serine mQTL. Here, a more complex situation such as multi-way interactions between several loci, which escape detection in the epistasis analysis, can be assumed.

Very complex epistatic interactions may strongly interfere with QTL detection in RIL populations. Depending on the specific allele combination of the interacting loci necessary to elicit a strong effect, the uniformity of the genetic background in ILs may be an advantage, allowing identification of QTL that are not detectable in a RIL population. In addition, opposing-effect QTL present in close vicinity to each other may also interfere with QTL detection in RILs. Such arrangements have been shown to exist by [@b21], and may by chance be broken up upon creation of a particular IL through recombination between the QTL linked in repulsion. Events such as this will result in QTL detection in ILs but not in RILs, with the IL approach being favored by the fact that more replication can be afforded in IL analyses (due to a more limited number of individual lines), with a concomitant increase in the precision of the trait expression measurement. Thus, while QTL detected in both analyses may be preferred for follow-up studies, QTL detected in only one of the two populations should not be generally dismissed, and the two approaches may be considered complementary. Taking into account the amount of work that we invested in the generation and evaluation of both populations, they yielded a comparable level of information. However, if it is not the genetic architecture of a trait that is of major interest but its modification in a more applied approach, ILs would be favored for use because advantageous genome segments may be identified in a genetic background close to an elite variety, und thus may be integrated into a breeding program more quickly.

Number and contribution of biomass and mQTL compared with other studies
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

As described in Results, the variance of both the RIL and IL populations allows identification of QTL for shoot biomass. Six biomass QTL explaining 18% of the total variation, with individual contributions varying from 1.5 to 6%, were identified in the RIL population, and nine biomass QTL were observed in the IL population. Five of the biomass QTL were detected in both populations. These results for biomass are similar to those for other Arabidopsis RIL populations used to detect QTL for aerial/shoot mass, with up to eight QTL detected ([@b9]; [@b27]; [@b33]; [@b43]). Both RIL QTL on chromosome 3 and two effects in ILs on chromosomes 2 and 4 overlap with results obtained by [@b27] (3/49, 2/72 and 5/62) and [@b9] (3/13).

In a comparable study of biomass at an early developmental stage in *Aegilops tauschii* ([@b38]), only two putative QTL were detected. In seedling-stage maize, three QTL for shoot dry weight, each explaining 11--15% of phenotypic variance, were detected in a F~2~:F~3~ population of 226 families ([@b17]). Further biomass QTL analyses, e.g. of poplar ([@b47]), rice ([@b14]; [@b24]) and *Miscanthus sinensis* ([@b3]), each revealed a limited number of QTL, usually with a restricted fraction of the phenotypic variance explained. Even in a very large QTL mapping experiment in maize ([@b36]), in which more than 30 growth-related QTL were identified, only about 50% of the genetic variance was explained. The effects of individual QTL on the phenotypic variance were generally small. Thus, the individual contribution of shoot biomass QTL in the Arabidopsis RIL/IL populations analyzed here is very similar to the situation described for other species, including crops such as maize. The observed heritability (0.71) of the biomass trait in the analyzed RIL population and the rather limited fraction of the genetic variation explained jointly or individually by the detected QTL indicate that biomass accumulation is probably affected by a very large number of small-effect QTL. This is consistent with the conclusions of [@b21].

In the RIL population, a total of 157 metabolic QTL were identified, with at least one metabolic QTL for approximately half of the compounds analyzed (181 compounds were analyzed, and at least one QTL was identified for 84 compounds). The contribution of individual QTL to the total phenotypic variance ranged from 1.7% to more than 50%. Analysis of the IL population resulted in numerous QTL, the specific numbers ranging from 177 for *P*≤ 0.001 to 2511 for *P*≤ 0.05. These numbers are in the same range as described in two previous reports on identification of metabolic QTL using RIL and IL populations. [@b35] identified 889 mQTL in a tomato population of 76 ILs, monitoring 74 metabolites at a significance level of 0.05. Using 2129 mass signals (with an unknown number of underlying chemical compounds), [@b18] identified 4213 metabolic QTL at a *P*-value threshold of 0.0001 in an Arabidopsis Cvi × L*er* RIL population. In a recent QTL study using a Bay-0 × Sha Arabidopsis RIL population, [@b6] detected a total of 39 QTL for starch, glucose, fructose and sucrose contents at 14 distinct loci, which co-localize with QTL for other physiological traits.

The findings that two biomass QTL co-locate with significantly more mQTL than expected from a random distribution, and, furthermore, that some of the biomass QTL can be simulated by QTL mapping of a certain linear combination of metabolite levels, fit into the emerging picture that metabolic composition is related to growth/biomass accumulation, as also shown previously ([@b29]). While some metabolites such as ethanolamine, raffinose and tyrosine, which contributed strongly to the metabolic signature identified in the previous work, also show co-localized QTL with biomass, others do not. However, this finding is not unexpected considering the small amount of variation that is explained by any individual metabolite or metabolic QTL.

Derivation of metabolites sharing mQTL from either the same or widely divergent pathways
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A number of mQTL are shared between metabolites. Two principal classes can be distinguished: Metabolites sharing a QTL are derived from the same biochemical pathway or from related pathways, as observed for ornithine/proline (position 4/66; common pathway: proline biosynthesis). This identifies the shared QTL as a candidate for a pathway QTL, which could be either a gene controlling the formation of a rate-limiting precursor or a higher-hierarchy controller of the entire pathway such as a transcription factor.In other cases (e.g. position 3/14), metabolites with common QTL are derived from widely divergent pathways, which could be due to a major controller of several pathways or a small molecule produced in one pathway and controlling the other pathway. However, it should be kept in mind that, at present, the limited genetic resolution does not allow exclusion of the much more trivial possibility of the shared genomic regions actually being composed of several linked genes with enzymatic functions in different pathways.

mQTL cover both biosynthetic and regulatory genes
-------------------------------------------------

A comprehensive overview of all mQTL observed in the RIL population for known metabolites, including their effect, confirmation in the IL population and the chromosomal localization of all associated genes is shown in [Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The observation that a pathway-associated gene could be localized in the mQTL region for 24--67% of all metabolic QTL can be exploited in a number of ways. One exciting possibility is the use of this dataset as a source for identifying novel functionally relevant polymorphisms in the genome by comparative sequencing of both alleles of candidate genes. In agreement with this, comparison with recently published data on SNPs between C24 and Col-0 ([@b7]) showed that, for 10 out of 20 mQTL, at least one of the direct candidate genes contains a polymorphism in the protein coding region leading to an amino acid exchange. Obviously this is only a first indication, and does not prove that this amino acid exchange is responsible for the mQTL. Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that we did not observe significant enrichment of pathway genes within experimentally determined mQTL (see Results). This is mainly due to the fact that, for 18 of 39 metabolites, 15 or more (up to 130) direct candidate genes are known, which appear to be uniformly distributed by visual inspection ([Figure S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Due to the relatively large confidence intervals, random distribution of mQTL over chromosomes will, in such cases, always lead to successful candidate gene identification hampering a permutation test. If we exclude these 18 metabolites, a *P*-value of 0.08 is obtained in the permutation test, indicating that mQTL are possibly enriched for pathway-related genes, and that comparative analyses of the alleles would be worthwhile.

A level of up to 67% coverage of mQTL by biosynthetic candidate genes also implies that at least 33% of the mQTL probably harbor genes of hitherto unknown metabolic functions (e.g. as regulators), a rather large and at first unexpectedly high fraction. Although the presence of biosynthetic genes in C24 only (and thus not in AraCyc) could explain some of these mQTL, the above conclusion is supported by a seemingly unrelated observation, i.e. the unequal distribution of mQTL over the genome. The chromosomal distribution of the total 157 mQTL differs in a statistically significant manner from a random distribution, with two significant hot spots (up to 16 QTL at the top of chromosome 4, and 12 QTL at 5/75) and other areas lacking mQTL (no mQTL detected for 38 marker positions). There are two possible explanations for this uneven distribution: either it is a reflection of the uneven distribution of biosynthetic genes in the Arabidopsis genome, or a larger proportion of mQTL detected do not correspond to genes with known metabolic function (mostly enzyme genes) but represent regulatory genes of a higher hierarchical order that thus control more than one metabolite. To distinguish these two possibilities, we compared the distribution of metabolic genes in the genome with the mQTL distribution. The results of this analysis showed that the clustering of mQTL does not correlate significantly with the distribution of metabolic genes over the Arabidopsis genome, irrespective whether all metabolic genes or only metabolic genes from biosynthetic pathways covered in our analysis are taken into account (data not shown). This suggests that the uneven distribution of mQTL is due to the second explanation, i.e. a large proportion of mQTL detected identify hitherto unknown metabolic functions, most likely regulatory genes controlling primary metabolism and thus probably having a strong influence on biomass formation. The available ILs that confirmed such mQTL enable positional cloning of the corresponding novel metabolic function genes.

Experimental procedures
=======================

Creation of recombinant inbred (RIL) and introgression line (IL) populations
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two reciprocal sets of RILs were developed from a cross between the two *A. thaliana* accessions C24 and Col-0. F~2~ plants were propagated by controlled self-pollination using the single-seed descent method to the F~8~ generation, at which stage genotyping and bulk amplification was performed. The mapping population consisted of 228 Col-0 × C24 F~8~ and 201 C24 × Col-0 F~8~ individual lines. The RIL population was genotyped using a set of 110 framework SNP markers ([@b40]) as described previously ([@b41]). Marker distributions per chromosome in the two sub-populations were compared using Mantel tests (1000 permutations) of the corresponding similarity matrices obtained by simple matching, using the statistical software package Genstat for Windows version 6.1 ([@b31]).

As a base population for IL development, two sets of reciprocal BC~3~ F~1~ lines were created from the F~2~ of a reciprocal cross between the two *A. thaliana* accessions C24 and Col-0, through three cycles of backcrossing followed by one cycle of selfing using the single-seed descent method (Törjék *et al.*, in press). The BC~3~ F~1~ lines were genotyped using the same set of 110 framework markers ([@b40]). Lines with positive-effect segments were subjected to further cycles of backcrossing and selfing to produce substitutions in both the Col-0 and C24 genomic backgrounds using marker-assisted selection. The average introgression lengths are 17.3 and 19.3 cM in ILs with Col-0 and C24 backgrounds, respectively.

Plant cultivation
-----------------

The RIL population was cultivated in at least three experiments using a split-plot design. The growth room was declared as the whole plot with two factors (chamber 1 and chamber 2). Each sub-plot contained the entire RIL population and the controls (C24, Col-0, C24 × Col F~1~, Col × C24 F~1~). Plants were grown in a 1:1 mixture of GS 90 soil (Gebrüder Patzer, Sinntal-Jossa, Germany) and vermiculite (Deutsche Vermiculite Dämmstoff-GmbH; <http://www.vermiculite.de>) in 96-well trays. Six plants of the same line were grown per well. Seeds were germinated in a growth chamber at 6°C for 2 days before transfer to a long-day regime \[16 h fluorescent light (120 μmol m^−2^ sec^−1^) at 20°C and 60% relative humidity/8 h dark at 18°C and 75% relative humidity\]. To avoid position effects, trays were rotated around the growth chamber every 2 days.

ILs were selected to cover the QTL regions determined in the RIL experiment (26 ILs for the six biomass QTL, 16 for other traits), and plants were grown in two blocks with 12 sub-plots each. Each subplot contained 42 ILs, 42 test crosses (IL TCs) to the recurrent parent, and the controls twice (C24, Col-0, C24 × Col, Col × C24). The position within the sub-plot was random. In addition, 'unselected' ILs without IL TCs were grown in the same experiment. In this case, each sub-plot consisted of 56 ILs and 36 controls. Growing conditions were identical to those used for the RILs.

Shoot dry biomass
-----------------

Shoot dry biomass was determined 15 days after sowing. Plants from the same well were harvested together and placed in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 48 h. Dry biomass was measured using an analysis balance. Mean shoot dry biomass (mg/plant) was estimated using a linear mixed model ([@b32]) as described by [@b29]. Biomass in the two RIL sub-populations was compared by a Kolmogorov--Smirnov test using Genstat for Windows version 6.1 ([@b31]).

Metabolite data
---------------

### Sample preparation, measurement and data processing

Samples for the analysis of metabolic composition were collected together with the material for dry biomass analysis at 15 days after sowing. Harvested material (shoot and leaf) was frozen at−80°C immediately, and kept at this temperature until further processing. Between two and six plants were pooled per sample. One replicate for each RIL and six replicates for each IL were measured. Extraction, derivatization, GC--MS analysis and data processing were performed as described previously ([@b25]). A targeted metabolomics approach was used, based on a reference library containing 181 compounds.

The resulting data consist of intensity values for each referenced compound and measurement, respectively. These raw data were normalized (see below) before QTL analysis.

### Normalization

All samples were measured in groups of 30--50, equivalent to one measurement day. The huge number of samples led to measurement periods of several weeks per experiment. It is therefore necessary to correct for variation in detector sensitivity over this time, which otherwise causes artificial differences in absolute intensity depending on the measurement day. The samples for the two experiments (RILs and ILs) were measured using different set-ups (see below), and were therefore normalized using different strategies.

For the RIL experiment, all samples were measured over a measurement period of 26 days. Samples from different genetic backgrounds were distributed in equal proportions per day and otherwise completely randomized. Hence we assumed that the genetic and phenotypic variance covered by all samples of a set (approximately 40) is comparable between days. Therefore, metabolite data were normalized by dividing the intensity of the metabolite *i* by the median of all measurements of *i* per measurement day.

IL samples were measured in groups consisting of genotypes related to either of the parents \[C24 and M lines (C24 with Col-0 introgressions) or Col-0 and N lines (Col-0 with C24 introgressions)\] in an attempt to reduce the technical error for our comparisons of interest (parent versus corresponding ILs). Six replicates per genotype were measured in total on 6 days, always together with the same set of genotypes including four to six replicates of the respective parent. Samples were randomized within days.

Two normalization steps were applied to IL samples. To account for intensity differences, we normalized each metabolite profile (sample) by its mean trimmed 20% (the vector sum between the 10th and 90th percentiles, *k* = 0.1 *n* \[n=metabolite number\]).

This was determined to be more robust than using an internal standard (data not shown). However, it assumes that the same amount of material is applied to the column for each sample, and that the variation in total peak area of the analyzed metabolic subset is low. As only a low correlation (*r* \< 0.05) between trimmed mean and biomass was observed for the IL data, this seems to be a fair assumption. In a second step, we improved normality by dividing each metabolite intensity value by the median of all values for this metabolite *i* from the same measurement set *j* and applying the logarithm:

### Candidate gene identification

To identify possible candidate genes for mQTL, the AraCyc 3.5 database was downloaded from TAIR (Arabidopsis Information Resource, <http://www.arabidopsis.org>). For each mQTL, a search window was determined according to the presence of markers within its 1-LOD support interval ([Table S1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The resulting AGI codes were tested for either direct association with the metabolite or association with one of the pathways in which the metabolite is involved.

To compare the distribution of metabolic genes over the Arabidopsis genome against the mQTL distribution, we counted all genes around each marker, i.e. the interval where *M*~*k*~ is the position of marker *k* (in bp). This approach was followed for the complete AraCyc data set and for a selection containing only information on pathways in which metabolites measured in this study are present. A Pearson correlation value was calculated between the mQTL distribution and both gene distributions separately.

For permutation tests in the candidate gene approach, all QTL of a single metabolite were combined and randomly distributed over the five chromosomes 10 000 times. The total number of overlapping candidate genes was recorded in each permutation, and the final distribution of these values was compared against the outcome for the actual data.

### Estimation of heritability

Broad-sense heritability (*H*^2^) is defined as the part of phenotypic variation that is explained by the genotype. We used a similar approach to that of [@b19], and estimated within-line variance (*V*~P~) based on replicate measurements of both parents and the reciprocal F~1~ hybrids (10 replicates each). To account for various measurement levels, we normalized the calculated variance (*s*^2^) of each genotype (*G*~k~) using the squared mean before averaging:

After an equivalent transformation of the RIL values, we calculated broad-sense heritability as:

To prevent over-estimation, we removed outliers more than three standard deviations away from the mean. In the case of negative values, we assumed the heritability to be zero.

Narrow-sense heritability (*h*^2^) was estimated by parent--offspring regression according the method described by [@b11]. Here we made use of available RIL parent test crosses, which were measured together with the RIL samples.

QTL analyses
------------

### Recombinant inbred lines

For QTL analyses, a map containing 105 markers was used, on which only one representative (with fewest missing values) of very tightly linked markers was integrated. Two software packages implementing different detection algorithms \[PLABQTL, multiple regression ([@b44]); QTL Cartographer, maximum-likelihood methods ([@b4])\] were combined to obtain robust QTL estimates. Composite interval mapping (CIM) was performed on an RIL population of 429 lines (dry biomass) or 369 lines (metabolites) with 1 cM increments. Co-factors were automatically selected by forward stepwise regression. Significant LOD thresholds were determined using 5000 permutations. QTL were regarded as significant if they were detected using LOD~0.05~ in one package, and reached at least LOD~0.25~ in the other. QTL location and partial *R*^2^ were further validated using 1000 runs of the fivefold cross-validation procedure implemented in PLABQTL. Given a population size of 429 and a significance level of 0.05, it can be shown ([@b13]) that 99% of all QTL that contribute more than 5% to the total variance and more than 50% of those that contribute more than 1% will be detected. Most of the undetected QTL will be below the 1% line. To identify 50% of QTL that have a contribution of 0.5%, we would have to double our population size.

Co-localizations of QTL from different traits are expected given the high number of traits and the limited number of markers. The deviation from the random number of co-localizations was calculated as follows. The QTL of each metabolite were randomly distributed over the 105 marker positions. We then counted the number of co-localizations with each of the dry biomass QTL or with other metabolite QTL. This procedure was repeated 1000 times, yielding a distribution of the maximum numbers of co-localizations. The 95% quantile of the distribution for metabolite--biomass QTL co-localization was eight, hence eight or more QTL at one genome position are regarded as significantly co-localized. The corresponding 95% quantile for the metabolite--metabolite QTL co-localization was ten.

### Introgression lines

To identify metabolites with a significantly altered intensity in a certain genotype, we compared metabolite values of ILs (six replicates, *IL*) against all parental line samples measured within the same set (approximately 30 replicates, *P*). To estimate a *P*-value empirically, we compared the true mean difference ![](tpj0053-0960-mu6.jpg) in *k* permutations (*k* = 10 000) with the calculated difference![](tpj0053-0960-mu7.jpg), where ![](tpj0053-0960-mu8.jpg) is the mean of a sample (of size six) drawn from the set union of *IL* and *P*, and ![](tpj0053-0960-mu9.jpg) is the mean of the remaining values of this set union:

Hence, if the measured mean difference was higher than the mean differences calculated for 9500 of the 10 000 permutations, we obtain a *P*-value estimate of 0.05.

Epistasis
---------

The software package PLABQTL (version 1.2BIC was used to estimate epistatic interactions. In an initial screening for digenic epistatic effects by two-way [anova]{.smallcaps} between all pairs of marker loci, no significant effects were determined using the integrated scanning function.

In the following analysis, every mQTL of a known metabolite was tested for additive × additive effects against the genetic background at intervals of 2 cM. A range of 10 cM around the actual QTL position was blocked during this analysis. The resulting likelihood profiles for all mQTL of a metabolite were overlaid and inspected visually for maximum LOD estimates. A full model for each metabolite containing all *per se* QTL and their putative epistatic interactions was set up (one epistatic interaction per mQTL was usually included, none if the maximum effect coincided with another *per se* QTL, and two if equivalent interactions were present). From this full model, non-significant effects were omitted in a backward elimination step using a Bayesian information criterion ([@b23]) before re-estimating all remaining parameters simultaneously.
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